
The gibs in your mill are like fingerprints, every one of them is unique, every one of them is different.  
Bridgeport manufactured almost 300,000 knee mills and each mill has three gibs.  The unfortunate truth is 
we cannot send you a replacement gib that will fit your machine.  We can send you a new, oversize gib 
that will have to be flattened, scraped, hand fitted and grooved by you. 
 
People call us for a new gib because; (1). There is no adjustment left.  (2). The adjustment tang broke off.  
(3). The gib is broken.  (4). The worst of all cases, “it’s lost” 
. 
1)  There is no adjustment left.  For the sake of this article, let’s assume the problem gib is the one 
between the Table and the Saddle (or the X-axis). The first thing you need to realize is that in fact, you 
have two problems, the gib is worn and the dove tail on the table is worn.    The wear is in the middle of 
the table because that’s where you use it all the time.  If you remove your table, turned it upside down and 
put a straight edge on the table dovetail, you will find the surface is concave by .003″ to .004″.  If you 
turn your gib upside down on a surface plate, you will find the gib is crowned.  In reality, the ends are 
worn away.   
 
Hard Rule Number (1): You always put the shim behind the gib, never, never ever put the shim on the 
front, or sliding surface. 

 
Hard Rule Number (2):  You must cut oil grooves in the 
shim to match the oil grooves in the back of your gib. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
OK, we’re going to put a shim behind our worn gib, but how 
much shim?  The taper on all three gibs is approximately .015″ 
to .0155″ per inch.  So, if the gib is sticking out the opposite 
end by let’s say a half an inch, you’re going to start with a .007″ 
shim.  You can also start with a couple pieces of news paper 
which is about .003″ thick.  Start by cutting two or three strips 
the width of the gib by 2″ longer.     
 
 

Saturate the pieces with oil and stick them to the back side of the gib 
starting just beyond the slot where the adjusting screw fits.   
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Insert the gib, with the paper shims into the opening and see where 
it fits.  If it will not go in far enough, remove one layer of paper 
and try it again.  If it still will not adjust you obviously need to add 



another piece or two of paper.  Once you have a good fit, cut your final shim from brass or stainless-steel 
shim material.  Cut the shim at least a half inch longer than the gib so you can fold at tab at the end.   
 
 

I know I mentioned this earlier but remember Hard Rule 
Number (2).  Cut an opening in the shim that matches the oil 
groove on the back side of the gib.    
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
2). The adjustment tang broke off – call and we will discuss some ideas with you on how to fix it. 
 
3). The gib is broken.  Send us the gib and for several hundred dollars we will make you a new gib that is 
very close.  You will still have to do some work on the gib to make it fit as it should. 
 
4). The best we can do here is send you several “used” gibs that you can experiment with.  None of them 
will “fit” but they will help you tell us what you need. 


